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Environmental Justice AS DEFINED IN 
THE ej act (hb21-1266)

Environmental justice recognizes that all 
people have a right to breathe clean air, drink 
clean water, participate freely in decisions that 
affect their environment, live free of dangerous 
levels of toxic pollution, experience equal 
protection of environmental policies, and share 
the benefits of a prosperous and vibrant 
pollution-free economy.



Environmental Justice in Colorado

Less-burdened communities have benefitted from relationships 
that impose burdens on other communities, which is a tangible 
debt that must be repaid through financial reinvestment, and 
these relatively privileged communities have a responsibility to 
acknowledge the harms to which they contribute and a duty to 
find ways to give back what has been taken; and

Environmental justice is not a zero-sum game: The better we 
take care of all communities, the more we all grow, and by 
focusing on communities that are hurting the most, all 
communities will find opportunities to heal and thrive

Colorado Environmental Justice Act, Sec. 2.(b)VI and VII



https://conservationco.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/11.17-V2-PROTEG
ETE_HANDBOOK.pdf 

Environmental INJusticeS FACING Colorado LATINOS

https://conservationco.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/11.17-V2-PROTEGETE_HANDBOOK.pdf
https://conservationco.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/11.17-V2-PROTEGETE_HANDBOOK.pdf


Latino Population of Colorado

The Front Range 'nonattainment area' includes counties with high Latino populations

Source: Colorado Latino Climate Justice Policy Handbook, Protégete



Oil and gas wells are more densely located in high Latino Counties 

Source: Colorado Latino Climate Justice Policy Handbook, Protégete



Latinos overwhelmingly represent the outdoor workforce, making them  
particularly vulnerable to AIR POLLUTION

 

Source: Colorado Latino Climate Justice Policy Handbook, Protégete



Latinos more often suffer from health conditions such as 
asthma, chronic heart disease, and diabetes. 

Yet, Latinos also have less access to health care and are 
less likely to regularly see a healthcare provider and 
receive quality health services.

Source: Colorado Latino Climate Justice Policy Handbook, Protégete



eNVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE ACT OVERVIEW 



Environmental justice action Task Force 

● 22 members representing a range of 
technical expertise and demographics

● Charged with developing a state 
agency-wide EJ strategy and 
implementation plan

● Began meeting in December 2021 and 
held 7 full Task Force meetings through 
November 2022

● All Task Force meetings were open to the 
public and provided an opportunity for 
public comment



https://cdphe.colorado.gov/ej/action-task-force

https://cdphe.colorado.gov/ej/action-task-force


Concerns we heard

The persistent lack of enforcement and 

accountability undermines any environmental 

justice effort undertaken by the state. 



Example: Bella Romero Academy, Greeley CO

“In March 2017 the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission 
(COGCC) approved plans by Extraction Oil and Gas, LLC to drill 24 new 
oil and gas wells and related production facilities a mere 1,360 feet from 
the walls of Bella Romero [Academy]. This places the development just 
barely outside the state-mandated setback of 1,000 feet for schools.  All 
the more alarming, the school’s athletic fields and playground are 
between the school and the proposed oil and gas wells, placing them 
well less than 1,000 ft away.”

Source: Extraction No Longer Drilling at Bella Romero School, but 
concerns remain (Westword)

https://www.westword.com/news/extraction-oil-and-gas-no-longer-drilling-by-school-but-concerns-remain-11731768
https://www.westword.com/news/extraction-oil-and-gas-no-longer-drilling-by-school-but-concerns-remain-11731768


Example: Bella Romero Academy, Greeley CO 
Frontier Academy or Bella Romero Academy?

• 77% of students identify as white
• Only about 20% qualify for free or 

reduced-price lunch

• Almost entirely students of color

• Nearly 92% of students qualify for free 
or reduced-price lunch



Example: Suncor oil refinery, Commerce City CO 



EJ action Task Force rECOMMENDATIONS

● Section I: EJ Coordination

● Section II: Environmental Equity & Cumulative Impact Analysis (EECIA)

● Section III: Data and Reducing Environmental Health Disparities

● Section IV: Definition of Disproportionately Impacted Community 

● Section V: Best Practices for Community Engagement

● Section VI: Supplemental Environmental Projects

● Section VII: Just Transition



Recommendation: Environmental Equity & Cumulative Impact Analysis 
(EECIA)

Purpose

Provide information to ensure 
state agency

decisions do not perpetuate a 
history of environmental 

racism, and instead address 
past harms by providing 

benefits to impacted 
communities that improve 
environmental health and 

livability.

What is an EECIA?

Centralized analysis that 
looks at the cumulative 

impact of various factors on 
environmental health for 
certain DICs, including 

pollution & socioeconomic 
status. The analyses should 

be created by a 3rd party 
consultant or academic 
institution, & should be 
prioritized using the CO 

EnviroScreen tool.

Use & Application

 Individual agencies should 
reference, consider, & 

implement an EECIA for a 
relevant area when making 

specific decisions that
impact that area. Agencies 

should consider how to 
incorporate EECIA as early 

as possible in
their decision making 

processes.



Recommendation: Data & Reducing Environmental Health Disparities

Purpose

To close data gaps pertaining 
to DI communities, and to 
recognize that cumulative 
impacts extend far beyond 

the state’s current data 
limitations. Better data about 
the full scope of impacts is 
needed to fully understand 

the problem and to effectively 
operationalize EECIAs.

State Agency Data Considerations: 

● Use data quality indicators in decision making (e.g., accuracy, 
completeness, consistency, validity, & reliability).

● Consider data that is older or may have other limitations.

● Participatory science is equally valuable to decision making as 
research conducted by academic institutions or agencies.

● Increased funding for data collection & modernization.



Questions? 


